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17th AIU Festival Available Both Days October 10th 11th
Name

Time

Platform

Details

AIU Festival ad and warning

Introducing videos of alerts and advertisements
from each project!

World Trip Diary by AIU
students ~Let's travel online~

We have compiled information on the experiences AIU
students had when they went to study abroad!

2020 Spring EAP
Message Board

We collected memories of the spring semester and made a digital message
board for each of the EAP classes! You may get a glimpse of the atmosphere
of the EAP classes!?

Let’s make various dishes
from around the world!

We cooked overseas dishes and will be introducing
recipes using photos on Instagram and Twitter!
Rediscover the charm of Akita through the Instagram posts on
Akita's local cuisine, special products and recommended spots!

Ke (Come) to Akita Online!

Collect keywords posted on Instagram and
get a gift!

Prize Winning Keyword Hunt

Diversity World
Yatose Dance Online
A Cappella Paradise 2019
Archive

Don't Give Up!

E-Sha Photo Contest

Always
Available

Home Page

We would like to increase the number of people with inclusive
values by introducing LGBTQ + related works, posters of basic
terms, and photos of Body Positive.

We will perform three songs, "The Festival", "Dancing Yosakoi
Love Japan", and "Yochore". Please try dancing together!

We will release the performance video held last year!

Cheer everyone by singing "Don't give Up!". I hope
everyone feels like "I will do my best without losing."

We will hold a photo contest!

Stay Home Sign Language
Performance

Volunteer members of the AIU sign language circle will show off
sign language along with YOASOBI's song "Racing Into The Night"!

Rock Band Live

This is a rock band live to all who come to the
AIU festival

Fighting! Best of
Babahera Ice Maker!

AIUTOUR

｜

Language Subtitles

We asked 5 AIU students to reproduce Akita's famous Babahera ice
cream with commercially available ice cream! Please vote after
watching the video! !!

A 3D virtual campus tour with soothing
background music!
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